
- Write or call it in at 410-968-1197Sound Off!
SEMPER EADEM?: Who would vision"....what is wrong with having our citizens make ends meet and see

want their town to stay, "always the a vision and a plan? For all the won- the long lines of people in need and
same"? That is what Semper Eadem derful groups that the writer named, if you don't know what I am talking
means. I am responding to the Oct. I don't see anyone else with a plan to about that proves you are really out
19 letter about the group trying to bringjobs and opportunity here. I un- of touch! The citizens of Crisfield
make a positive change in our town. derstand the writer being retired and need help, but not just a handout, an
No wonder things stay "always the movinghere, not wanting any change, opportunity! People who don't want
same"! Whenever anyone tries to do but what about those of us who are change are usually doing okay and
anything to improve the quality of life not retired and who have children have a decent job or have already had
for all the citizens in Crisfield,people that need opportunity and a chance their career opportunity, PLEASE let
are quick to try and tear them down to make a decent living and would the rest of us have a chance! Oh, and
because it was not their idea. I believe like a little recreation every now and before you call someone "clueless"
everyone appreciates the new streets then? Wewould like to have a job we you should get a clue yourself, even I
and the wind turbine and the plant- could retire from and afford to buy a know that "Greater Crisfield" doesn't
ers that the writer said have made house in the country, verses having a have anything to do with lesser or
our town better, but those things forced retirement because there are more, it simply means Crisfield and
have not brought one new job, they no jobs. I challenge anyone who be- the surrounding areas outside the
are projects, disjointed and not part lieves that Crisfield is doing just fine city limits, like Lawsonia, Marion, etc.
of any overall plan for improvement. the way it is to stop by the Point of Sign me a supporter of the Greater
God says "people perish for lack of Need ministry when they are helping CrisfieldAction Coalition.
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SPEED LIMIT:Why go through all
the trouble of lowering the speed lim-
it on the strip, including all the new
signs,ifit is not beingenforced? People
are still driving 20miles per hour over
the speed limit out there like they did
when the speed limit was higher.Why
aren't any of the three police agencies
with jurisdiction here not out there
giving out speeding tickets? With all
the speeders on the road, you are
talking about a substantial revenue
stream, which, the last time I checked,
the city could use. - Note, this revenue
however does not go to city coffers.

THANKS RUSSIA: IfRussia is re-
ally behind the Wikileaks ernails then
kudos for confirming how dishonest
our politicians really are.


